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Ben Franklin Final is a race for the ages
By Jay Bergman
It’s “The Race.”
It’s that simple.
Through more than 40 years of my life
following as a fan and covering this sport, it’s
impossible to find another spectacle equal to
this year’s $500,000 Ben Franklin on Saturday
night.
Writers look for story lines and last week’s
elimination races appeared to be structured
more perfectly than chance would allow us
to imagine. That the three big players in this
division managed to find comfort in separate
divisions, allowing entry into the final, was
the luck of the draw for a sport in desperate
need of a main attraction.
Sure, Always B Miki did not get a free pass in
his elimination heat and maybe that was part
of the curve implied in that 5-year-olds are in
fact bigger and stronger than their younger
counterparts.
Needless to say, if the main course can
in any way live up to the shared appetizers served up at The Downs at Mohegan Sun
Pocono last week, the racetrack will see far
more fireworks on July 2 than it does during
a planned visual display the following night.
First let us thank Indiana for its part in
creating this explosion of impressive talent
on one stage. I’ve listened for years to those
with their noses of blue proclaiming that the
greatest, most perfect specimens could only
be foaled from an elite group of stallions and
pacing mares. That such perfection can exist
from mere mortals is a testament to that
flawed logic.
What Wiggle It Jiggleit lacks in a pureness
of gait at times and an unwillingness to pose
for pictures afterwards, he more than makes
up in an uncanny ability to pace turns like no
other standardbred has ever done.

Freaky Feet Pete enters the Franklin as the
horse that has pretty much stayed away from
the limelight for much of his racing career,
winning countless races close to home. That
strategy has paid off in a major way, and last
week’s scintillating performance, a training
mile if you will, indicated just how special
this son of Rockin Image truly is. Some horses
need prompting to keep going and others are
naturally gifted and make the pace or chase
the pace with equal aplomb. Freaky Feet Pete
can relax and sprint with the same sense of
calm, making him a dangerous proposition no
matter what the competition.
Always B Miki has hinted at greatness
from a young age but appears now at 5 to have
finally put all of the pieces together. Master
horseman Jimmy Takter hasn’t been bashful
speaking up the son of Always A Virgin and
last Saturday those not privy to the training
track got to witness what Takter has been
talking about.
Combining an incredible turn of speed with
the toughness required to win championship
races is a rare commodity, yet it’s one that
Always B Miki clearly possesses.
Make what you wish of these three, the fact
remains that they form just 30 percent of a
CONTINUED ON PAGE 3
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Wiggle It Jiggleit, Freaky Feet Pete, Always Be Miki battle in Franklin
CONTINUED from page 1

field and the drop off in talent might be a lot
less than people expect.
Perhaps driver Corey Callahan thought he
had the better horse when he elected to keep
Always B Miki parked in the prelim, giving
Mel Mara the lead and refusing to yield. That
is a scenario that has come and gone and
could have proven to be a learning experience for both horse and driver.
What Mel Mara does represent is a horse
with incredibly high speed and the capacity to win any race, perhaps as long as he is
not put to pressure while setting the pace. In
this incredible daily struggle we call horse
racing, very often the same animals look
entirely different when following as opposed
to leading under duress.
As in all major races, post position dictates
at least some of the possibilities in advance,
but only when the gate opens does the public
find out how the race will unfold. With the
major players landing posts 3, 6 and 7, the
door is wide open for a first turn skirmish
that involves some of the longshots, since
early position could lead to a reasonable
paycheck. Last week’s trials proved that
outsiders have little to lose and much to gain
if they can find a spot second, third or even
fourth on the rail through what figures to be
an aggressive mile.
The draw worked out poorly for team
Burke, with his threesome banished to the
two widest spots on the gate of nine and a
trailing position that is not likely to give
Always At My Place many early options.
That said, will All Bets Off (post 8) take the
gloves off and simply rocket out of the gate
or otherwise be relegated to following from
ninth or tenth?
There will be many tough decisions in this
race and perhaps experience and big race
savvy will play into the hand of Always B
Miki and driver David Miller. Despite the
histrionics of last week’s 1:47 world record
performance, it was Miller who kept cool
under fire and settled his horse down after an
all-out assault on the lead which still left him
parked out halfway into the contest. Miller’s
years of experience cannot be understated in
a race of this nature.
It would be easy to proclaim both Trace
Tetrick (Freaky Feet Pete) and Montrell
Teague (Wiggle It Jiggleit) not to be in the
league of David Miller, but perhaps what they
lack in overall experience they more than
make up in knowing their respective horses.
That said, with 10 horses in a race we can all
expect that any pre-race plans may be blown
up in the first two seconds of what could be a
1:46-timed race.
The suggestion that winners choose their
posts is a nice concept but it can also lead to a
more predictable outcome. The Franklin draw
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Wiggle It Jiggleit (top), Freaky Feet Pete (middle) and Always B Miki each won their Ben
Franklin eliminations last Saturday in impressive fashion.
almost appeared to handicap horses based on
their elimination performances. We’re not
just referring to the race winners but Mel
Mara landing the pole position is by no means
an advantage in this race. Driver Corey Callahan may have to worry more about how to
react should the rejuvenated State Treasurer
(post 4) or Sunfire Blue Chip (post 5) attempt
to take him on in the early stages.

The Franklin final is the first time Wiggle
It Jiggleit, Always B Miki and Freaky Feet
Pete have met each other in one race. That
all three arrive for “The Race” in peak form
is perhaps more than any of us could have
asked for or expected.
After more than 40 years this is “The Race”
I’ve been waiting for.
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Northfield Park, horsemen stand firm in contract dispute
By Keith Gisser
With millions of dollars streaming into
Ohio harness racing thanks to video lottery
terminals at “racinos,” you would think
everything would be flowers and unicorns in
the Buckeye State these days. But in Northeast Ohio, they are not.
In a June 15 memo, Northfield Park
management announced plans to close
the backstretch on August 1st, to cancel a
planned purse increase and actually reduce
purses on that date (despite currently being
underpaid by $8.4 million), and implementation of “other cost reduction changes and
operational measures as they become necessary.”
The reason? A 15 month impasse with
horsemen over structuring of payments in
regard to Northfield being able to export
its signal (simulcast) to other locations, as
well as a number of other horsemen-related
issues.
Northfield Park General Manager Brent
Reitz provided the following statement on
behalf of Northfield’s Management, “There
is no one who has given the harness horsemen in Ohio more money and more racing
opportunities over the years than Northfield Park. In fact, in just the past 30 months
we have deposited over $42 million from
VLT’s into the horsemen’s accounts, and we
are up 24% year to date on-track and 7% year
to date on our export signal over 2015. The
horsemen want to break from 20 years of
past precedent by holding our export signal
hostage in order to renegotiate a 10 year
deal struck in 2014. This we refuse to do. We
hope the OHHA and its board choose not to
risk 20 years of hard work, cooperation and
success.”
Renee Mancino, the Executive Director of
the Ohio Harness Horsemen’s Association,
told me the initial dispute included differences over how purse increases should be
configured and how conditions for horsemen
were written. Also up for discussion were
the Ohio entry preference rule and the idea
of paying drivers a flat-rate for drives. While
there were discussions, little of consequence
was resolved.
The bigger issue became the horsemen’s
approvals for Northfield to send out its signal
to other tracks. The OHHA claimed it needed
verifiable numbers that Northfield considered proprietary, despite the fact that all the
other tracks in Ohio provided the information.
“Doing business in just one jurisdiction,
they just don’t understand the industry standards. All the other permit holders provided
the information we requested,” explained
Mancino. “We have a responsibility to verify
the numbers, especially as the purse pool
balance has consistently increased. Northfield allowed us access to the numbers on their
property, with no notes or pictures or copies
to be taken off the property. We are talking
an 18 or 20 page document. I don’t make all
the decisions. I have a Board of Directors. We
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Northfield Park and the Ohio Harness Horsemen’s Association have been involved in a
15-month impasse.
believe in a trust and verify, but so far Northfield has not given us anything to verify.”
The racing industry showed a glaring lack
of preparedness for simulcasting when it first
began, pricing its product at a far lower rate
(to incoming locations) than it should have.
That falls squarely on the backs of some of
the biggest names in racing, especially on
the Thoroughbred side, but once the super
discount model was hatched, it was very
tough to raise prices. That basic mistake by
the industry is at the heart of every simulcast dispute. The exporting track gets 3-5% of
money wagered, and there just is not enough
to share reasonable amounts. While that
is at the heart of this issue, that faux pas is
another story for another day.
The Milsteins, Northfield’s owners, have
always been tough bargainers. Current
Northfield Chairman Brock Milstein
learned well from his father Carl, who in
his day made Jeff Gural look like a softie.
Carl got what Carl wanted, and Northfield’s
management team has always followed that
philosophy, often taking things right up to
the edge, and once in a while beyond. This
has been assured whether via Carl himself
or his managers over the years, including
Tom Aldrich, who was equal parts charmer
and bulldog, depending on what the situation called for, and now Reitz. In fact, the
language in this memo makes me believe
that Aldrich, who was kicked upstairs to Vice
Chairman a couple years back, had a strong
hand in its crafting.
During much of that time, Ohio racing
was withering on the vine and the horsemen usually capitulated, or agreed to longterm contracts that did not always take into
account potential for escalating income and
new opportunities. That is not the case today.
Today the horsemen control a large chunk of
that slot money themselves.

Despite dealing from a position of (apparent) greater strength than in the past and
the lack of cooperation from Northfield, the
OHHA has continued to grant short-term
approvals for the track to simulcast, first on
a monthly, then on a meet-by-meet status.
On June 20, five-days after the Northfield
memo was issued, they granted approval to
the track to simulcast through the end of
the year, something the track wanted from
the get-go, but Northfield, as of this writing, has not backed off its threat to close the
backstretch and take other actions. In fact, in
my conversation with GM Reitz, no mention
was made of the approval being granted or
of disaster being averted, nor would anyone
from Northfield provide more information
than the statement published above.
Finally, Mancino said, “If Northfield stops
sending out a simulcast signal, that is their
choice, not ours. They have our approvals.
Closing the backstretch on such short notice
would be retaliatory and disastrous to the
horsemen, the horses and to the Village of
Northfield, which would lose a large chunk of
income tax.”
In the past Northfield has always won
these battles. They dealt from a position of
strength. And even today, they provide more
racing opportunity than the other three Ohio
tracks combined. But there stance is weakened in the current age, when horsemen have
more money in their pockets and may be
better able to wait out an impasse.
I have no idea who is eventually going to
win this battle. Actually, yes I do. Nobody! No
matter what the outcome, even a legitimate
negotiated settlement after 16 months or so,
the animosity will remain. Northfield looks
petty and cheap. The horsemen look greedy.
And that is a black mark on Ohio racing. Now
go cash. Hopefully on Northfield’s simulcast
signal. See you next month.

Homicide Hunter has found his comfort zone for Cleveland Classic
By Derick Giwner
Plunking down a large sum of money to
purchase a horse doesn’t necessarily guarantee a return on investment. In the case of Homicide Hunter, one of eight starters in Saturday’s
$180,000 Cleveland Trotting Classic at Northfield Park, it has been slow going in terms of
earning thus far in 2016.
When Michelle and Albert Crawford
purchased last year’s Indiana champion
3-year-old trotter back in January, they were
expecting him to turn into a top older trotter.
Despite picking up just one win from five starts
this year, their mindset remains the same
when it comes to Homicide Hunter.
“Absolutely,” said Michelle Crawford
when asked if she was still satisfied with the
purchase. “These older trotting races are
really tough for 4-year-olds and he has been in
against some serious competition.”
The Patrick Graham homebred was nearly
perfect as a 3-year-old under the care of trainer
Curt Grummel while racing almost exclusively
at Hoosier Park. A son of Mr Cantab-Evening
Prayer, Homicide Hunter won 16 of 18 races
during his sophomore campaign and came
to the Crawfords with 19 wins from 28 career
starts and over $560,000 in earnings.
Crawford, who promised Graham to give
Homicide Hunter “a forever home”, knew from
the get-go that the gelding was going to require
some time and patience.
“He’s very finicky and temperamental. He
has a lot of quirks,” said Crawford. “For the
first six weeks we really couldn’t get him to eat.
It took time for him to get comfortable with his
new home.
“Chris (Oakes, trainer) is finally getting to
know him now and has him on a good routine,”
she added.
While it took four starts to find his groove,
Homicide Hunter stepped up his game in the
Meadows Maturity on June 18. After sitting the
pocket behind Muscle Up The Goal, he scooted
up the passing lane to win going away in a
track record for 4-year-olds of 1:51 4/5, one-fifth

Homicide Hunter was driven by Dave Palone for the first time in his last start.
off the all-age track record.
The Meadows Maturity was his first start
with driver Dave Palone in the bike after
having different drivers in three of his first
four starts of the year. Palone is once again in
the bike on Saturday and they will leave from
post two as the 4-1 third choice on the morning
line.
Early favoritism honors were given to
$2,547,962 career winner Shake It Cerry. The
5-year-old mare from the Jimmy Takter barn
finished a fast-closing second in the Armbro
Flight stake at Mohawk last time out.
“I think she is finally coming around,” said
Takter just after the race.
Aaron Merriman will drive Shake It Cerry.
Obrigado has been one of the sharpest older
trotters this year and he was lucky enough to
draw the coveted pole position over the typically speed-favoring half-mile track at North-

Chris Gooden

field. Regular driver Mark MacDonald is in
town to drive the Paul Kelley trainee.
Other contenders include a strong one-two
combination from trainer Chris Beaver in Il
Sogno Dream and Muscle Up The Goal in posts
four and five, respectively, and Maestro Blue
Chip (post six), a 4-year-old with 11 wins in 12
starts on the season for trainer Jo Ann LooneyKing.
Having raced most of his career over the
seven-eighths oval at Hoosier, Homicide Hunter
actually does well over the smaller tracks as
well, and Crawford is expecting a strong effort.
“We have been picking our spots,” said Crawford, who has Homicide Hunter well staked in
2016. “He is very good over a half-mile track. I’d
be disappointed if he didn’t race well.”
Northfield’s Cleveland Classic is slated as
race 11 on a 15-race card that gets underway at
6:00 p.m.

Our handicappers attack the sun stakes finals
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Pocono All-Stakes Pick Four Analysis
By Derick Giwner

Race 9 - $300,000 James Lynch
Most people will be keying in on (6) DARLINONTHEBEACH and (7) PURE COUNTRY
in this race for 3-year-old fillies. The two
divisional leaders rank as the fastest and
richest in the field of nine. Tactically the edge
has to go to Darlinonthebeach since she has
displayed more consistent early speed and
drew inside of Pure Country. That said, Pure
Country has answered the call in every bigmoney race of her career. The above said,
while I’m using both on my pick four tickets,
I’m leaning towards (2) I SAID DIAMONDS
as my top selection. She finished a good
second in the Miss PA final behind Pure
Country despite starting from post nine and
sports a sparkling 5-3-2-0 record this year.
Yes, she was defeated last week, but let’s give
her credit for a sharp performance despite
missing four weeks of action. Driver Matt
Kakaley should be able to secure position and
hopefully find the needed room in the stretch
to pull off an upset.

Race 10 - $500,000 Max Hempt
While everyone jumps on the (2) RACING
HILL bandwagon, I can’t help but think the

abundance of outside speed in this race could
set things up for an outsider. Racing Hill is
the fastest horse on paper, but what happens
if Boston Red Rocks (post 6) or Katies Rocker
(post 7) leave hard inside of guaranteed leaver
Control The Moment? Doesn’t the opening
half-time drop to around 53-flat and play into
the hands of a fresh horse. I’ll be using Racing
Hill and (8) CONTROL THE MOMENT, but I
truly think (5) TALK SHOW is worth a flyer at
huge odds. He started the year with consecutive victories before tiring to finish fifth in
last week’s eliminations. For me, that was a
positive effort. Driver Scott Zeron was confident enough in his horse to attack Racing Hill
by uncorking a 25 4/5 third quarter; of course
Talk Show tired in the stretch. If Zeron can
be sitting second over, perhaps the end result
will be different.

Race 11 - $500,000 Ben Franklin
This has been called the “Race of the
Century” and few could argue that this collection of talent likely comes close to or exceeds
any we have seen on the track for one race.
The top three of (3) WIGGLE IT JIGGLEIT,
(7) ALWAYS B MIKI and (6) FREAKY FEET
PETE are all obvious contenders. I have to
give the slight tactical edge to WIJI due to
the inside post. We know he’ll be forwardly
placed and more than likely will control

the race. With the other two behemoths it is
simply a guessing game as to what strategy
each driver will choose. I’m going to give
WIJI the narrow call and on my pick four
tickets will also include (4) STATE TREASURER. While the 7-year-old has been somewhat off his game this year, we know he is fast
enough to win and I thought his last race was
his best of the year.

Race 12 - $500,000 Earl Beal
I feel extremely confident that (7) SOUTHWIND FRANK will avenge his narrow
defeat last week and get back on the winning
track. After missing three weeks of action,
he looked a bit short in my eyes during his
elimination and should be tighter this time. If
you are playing exotics, (6) BROOKLYN HILL
has proven very adept at finishing second
throughout his career and should be leaving
hard for position in the pocket behind the top
choice. (9) BAR HOPPING and (4) DAYSON
are the other clear players off last week’s
elimination wins. For a longshot, (3) TRUEMASS VOLO is coming off a better effort with
Lasix added.

50-cent Ticket
2,6,7 / 2,5,8 / 3,4,6,7 / 7
Total cost = $18

Gingras remains confident in Beal favorite Southwind Frank

Yannick Gingras and Southwind Frank will start from post seven in Saturday’s $500,000 Earl Beal Memorial Final.

By Jay Bergman
Southwind Frank, the favorite for Saturday’s $500,000 Earl Beal Jr. Memorial at The
Downs at Mohegan Sun Pocono, was “loaded
on the last turn” according to driver Yannick
Gingras.
“Everything changed in the stretch. His
gait wasn’t the same and he was empty,” said
Gingras of the upset by Bar Hopping in one of
two prelims this past Saturday night.
As is generally the case when horses with
the overall talent of Southwind Frank lose
a race, it’s time to look at the causes and
regroup. According to Gingras, trainer Ron
Burke and his team were able to uncover the
reason why Southwind Frank didn’t perform
to the level of everyone’s expectations and
have made the necessary adjustments.
“They told me he trained super this morning,” said Gingras on Wednesday, suggesting
that the version of Muscle Hill the public will
see this Saturday will more likely represent
the same horse that going into last week’s
trials had won all but one of his 14 lifetime
starts.
Gingras has lost no confidence in the colt
and expects Southwind Frank to regain
winning form this Saturday night.
With post seven in the field of nine, there
will be some obstacles in the way, especially
considering the large purse. While trainer

Jimmy Takter’s Bar Hopping provided the
upset a week ago, that son of Muscle Hill got
the worst of it in the draw landing post position nine. Still, given Takter’s incredible
record bringing out the best in his 3-year-old
trotters, it would be wise not to overlook this
colt even though prior to last Saturday he
owned but one victory in 13 career starts.
Bar Hopping has Tim Tetrick in the bike
and that’s as good a reason as any to like his
chances. Tetrick used the colt twice in his
elimination and the result was a spirited 1:52
1/5 career best mile.
Trainer Ron Burke appears to have two
solid horses for the Beal, especially with
Dayson landing post four. The New Yorkbred son of Conway Hall looked like a winner
in the Goodtimes at Mohawk before encountering pressure and making a break. Driver
Jimmy Morrill Jr. returned to the bike and
the gelding mowed down Brooklyn Hill in
the final strides to capture his elimination
in 1:52 3/5. Dayson, a winner 11 times in 14
starts during his career, appears to enjoy the
smaller tracks and has the versatility to race
from on or off the pace.
As a $390,000 yearling purchase, much has
always been expected from Brooklyn Hill.
The son of Muscle Hill hasn’t disappointed
but at the same time has not lived up to lofty
expectations. Last week was almost the
quintessential example of the talent Brooklyn Hill possesses while at the same time
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indicating his shortcomings. With David
Miller in the bike, Brooklyn Hill took the top
before the half and appeared to leave the field
in the dust. With a comfortable lead on the
final turn, the margin of victory appeared
to be the only thing in doubt. However, the
Jonas Czernyson-trained colt began to tire
late and his driver could not get him to the
wire in time, losing a close photo. Brooklyn
Hill, with eight second-place finishes in 13
career starts, appears to be channeling the
“Wait Until Next Year” Brooklyn Dodgers.
Brooklyn Hill drew post six with Miller
again in the bike.
There will be plenty of major racing action
at Pocono on Saturday and Gingras is looking forward to it.
“I’m really excited about the Ben Franklin,” Gingras said. “You know we never get
this kind of situation with three horses of
this caliber going at it.”
Gingras will be behind Always At My Place
in the second tier of the 10-horse Franklin
field. “I think there are horses in there that
are capable if the others wear each other out.
We’re going to have to follow someone into it
and get lucky,” Gingras said.
The Beal, race 12 on the 14-race Pocono
program that commences at 6:30 p.m., is the
final leg of the Sun Stakes Pick-4 preceded by
the $300,000 James Lynch (race 9), $500,000
Max Hempt (race 10) and the $500,000 Ben
Franklin (race 11).

